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Product Dimensions:

Height: 18”

Width: 19”

Long: 54”

Weight: 48 lbs.

Product Description: Alfresco Home is pleased to introduce

the San Simeon EverTeak™ Sling Dining Bench. EverTeak™ is

an innovative engineered polymer composed of unique virgin

plastics to look and feel like real wood and is completely

recyclable. Coloration is all the way through, and the

material is manufactured with premium UV inhibitors. The San

Simeon EverTeak™ Sling Dining Bench will be featured in two

elegant maintenance-free colors – a light “Mineral” color and

a darker “Alpaca” color. A unique and comfortable sling

seat made from PhiferTex finishes off this bench for a truly one-

of-a-kind piece of functional outdoor dining furniture.

Operational/Functional Aspects:

Colors of Finishes Available: 

Mineral or Alpaca

Designer:
Alfresco Home 
Design Team
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Roca Stool

Product Dimensions:

Tall                    Short

D: 19”               D: 24.5” 

W: 19”              W: 24.5”

H: 18.5”            H: 14”

Weight: Tall – 24 lbs.

Short – 27 lbs.

Product Description: An exotic touch for your outdoor living

space that is strong as a rock? Not such a tall order when it

comes to our Roca stool; an aluminum braided Durastrap™

combination that comes in two sizes. Like its name, the Roca

is built to last and withstand the elements of Mother Nature

while sitting pretty in one of three colors that perfectly mimics

the outdoors – brown, grey or beige.

Operational/Functional Aspects:

Colors of Finishes Available: Grey, Beige and Brown
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Montecito Bar

Product Dimensions:
Width: 78”

Depth: 30”
Height: 42”

Weight: 132 lbs.

Product Description: The Montecito Bar features a multi-

material design in a clean, architectural style. The natural look

and color of the synthetic teak is framed by the dark

aluminum trim and is nicely complemented by the oyster-

finished concrete top shelf. The Montecito Bar is constructed

using a combination of durable, low-maintenance synthetic

wicker slats; lightweight concrete top and a powder-coated

aluminum frame.

Operational/Functional Aspects: The bar unit includes three

full-depth drawers on stainless steel slides, four shelves and

door compartment. The closed compartment is sized to fit a

small refrigerator and includes a plug hole on the bottom. The

unit is on leveling glides.

Colors of Finishes Available: 

Sand Synthetic Teak, Oyster Concrete, Shadow Aluminum

Designer:
Michael Weiss


